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ABSTRACTS

Concepts for improving tokamak performance by utilizing injection of hot electrons are
discussed. Motivation of this paper is to introduce the research work being performed
in this area and to refer the interested readers to the literature for more detail. The
electron injection based concepts presented here have been developed in the CDX
(Current Drive Experiment), CCT (Continuos Current Tokamak), and CDX-U
(Current Drive Experiment-Upgrade) tokamak facilities. The following three
promising application areas of electron injection are described here: 1. Non-inductive
current drive (dc-helicity injection current drive), 2. Plasma preionization for tokamak
start-up assist, and 3. Charging-up of tokamak flux surfaces for improved plasma
confinement. The main motivation for the dc-helicity injection current drive is in its
efficiency that, in theory, is independent of plasma density. This property makes it
attractive for driving currents in high density reactor plasmas. The dc-helicity injection
was investigated in three devices with rather different device aspect ratios: CDX -1 < 1
kA, q(a) < 5, R/a = 15; CCT -1 S 6 kA, q(a) < 3.5, R/a = 10; and CDX-U - I < 10
kA, q(a) < 8, R/a =< 2.5. In CDX-U, the ratio of driven to injected current has often
exceeded 30, making the effective 'loop-voltage' (the cathode voltage divided by mis
current multiplication ratio) = 10 V. In the area of tokamak plasma preionzation,
utilizing the efficient ionization property of hot electrons, hot electron injection can be
used to reduce the tokamak start-up loop-voltage and volt-seconds consumption. This
manner of tokamak start-up could be particularly useful in future devices with
continuous vacuum vessels, diminishing the current induced in the vessel wall. On
CCT, the loop voltage spike was reduced from = 30 V to 3.5 V by this hot electron
preionization. Another area of potential application would be the tokamak transport
improvements (or control) by charging-up the desired flux surfaces. It is of interest to
be able to control the plasma transport in tokamak that may make tokamak reactor more
economical. As demonstrated in recent years on CCT, the radial electric field is
correlated with the H-mode transition. In an emissive limiter-bias experiment, it was
found important to inject hot electrons for a good H-mode transition with minimum
impurity generation. A new electron injection concept based on ripple trapped electrons
is being developed on CDX-U. Electron injection used in this manner could provide a
versatile 'knob' to control the character of transport in tokamak plasmas.
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I. Introduction
Although tokamak is considered to be the leading candidate for a magnetic fusion reactor, it is
widely accepted that many improvements are needed for its economic viability. It is vital, for
example, tofindan acceptable meuiod to drive steady-state tokamak current non-inductively and, if
possible, to develop a 'knob' to control die plasma transport. In recent years, various concepts for
improving tokamak performance by injection of hot electrons have been investigated in the CDX
(Current Drive Experiment) [Phys. Rev. Letters, 59, (1987) 2165.], CCT(Continuous Current
Tokamak) [Phys. Rev. Lett. 63, 2365 (1989)], and CDX-U (Current Drive ExperimentUpgrade) [Phys. Rev. Lett. 68, 3559 (1992)] tokamak facilities. Injection of hot electrons (few
hundred eV) using dc-bias supplies has the following attractive features for tokamak applications:
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1. Electron injection using relatively low dc-bias voltage is efficient and economical for a given
amount of injection power ($/watt is very low compared to other alternative power sources). This
economic efficiency is an important factor when a large power (a significant fraction of reactor
output power) is needed in steady-state as in the case for current drive; 2. Due to the naturally high
velocity of electrons, electron injection is a good efficient method for injecting a relatively large
amount of electrical currents (and magnetic helicity) which is again, important for current drive; 3.
Hot electrons are an efficient ionizer of plasma; and 4. Since electrons are light, impurity
production due to the injection of hot electrons can be moderate (compared to the injections of ions
of similar energy due to the mass difference).
To explore the potential application areas for tokamak improvements, a carbon-heated LaB6
(lanthanum hexaboride) cathode has been developed on ACT-1 (Advanced Concepts Torus-1)
[Rev. Sci. Instrum. S3, 409 (1982)]] and subsequently used in the CDX, CCT and CDX-U
experiments. Through experimental investigations, the following three possible tokamak
application areas for hot electron injection have been thus far identified: 1. Non-inductive current
driven by dc-helicity injection, 2. Tokamak start-up assisted by strong plasma prcionization, and
3. Confinement improvements via controlled injection of hot electrons.
4

For the tokamak non-inductive current drive (dc helicity injection), a low-energy (few hundred
eV), high-current electron "beam" is used to inject helicity into the plasma and thus, through radial
penetration of the injected current, drive bulk steady-state plasma current. ' The beam is injected
from a poloidal divertor region to minimize impurity influx and to increase the injected helicity
flux. In contrast to high-energy-particle-based current drive schemes, the efficiencies of which go
down linearly with plasma density, the efficiency of helicity-injection current drive is independent
of plasma density since most of the current is carried by low-energy electrons, as in ohmic current
drive. The efficiency and density independence make this method a particularly attractive candidate
for maintaining steady-state current in hot, dense reactor plasmas. On CDX, this approach was
successful in creating and maintaining a tokamak plasma without any aid of ohmic heating. < Due
to a relatively high poloidal beta plasma created in the CDX dc-helicity injected plasmas, high beta
phenomena were also investigated. ' The encouraging CDX dc-helicity injection experimental
result has led to a CDX-CCT collaboration experiment which has successfully driven 6 kA in the
CCT tokamak widi q(a) = 3.5. - To extend dc-helicity injection current drive toward more
fusionrelevantparameters, the CDX-U experiment has been initiated obtaining a 10 kA relatively
low aspect-ratio (R/a = 2.5) tokamak discharge. 2.13 On CDX-U, the ratio of driven to injected
current has often exceeded 30, making the effective 'loop-voltage' (the cathode voltage divided by
this current multiplication ratio) = 10 V.
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Utilizing that hot electrons (few hundred eV) are an efficient producer of plasma, hot electron
injection can be used for plasma preionization to reduce the tokamak start-up loop-voltage and voltseconds consumption. This manner of tokamak start-up could be particularly useful in future
devices with continuous vacuum vessels, diminishing the current induced in the vessel wall. On
CCT, the loop voltage at breakdown was reduced from = 30 V to 3.5 V (practically eliminating the
voltage spike) by means of electron injection preionization.
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Another area of potential application is the tokamak transport improvements (or control) by
charging-up the desired flux surfaces by injection of electrons. As demonstrated in CCT, a
formation of strong radial electric fields is correlated with the H-mode transition. ' ^. Electron
injection used in this mode could provide a versatile 'knob' to control the transpon in tokamak
plasmas that is important for tokamak performance optimization.
2 1
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n . LaBg Cathode Development
In order to develop an efficient, clean electron injector, a carbon-heated LaBg cathode has been
developed on ACT-1. The LaB6 cathode has been previously developed for high current ion
sources. LaB6 has a desirable property of high emission current at a relatively low cathode
temperature of =» 1600°C (about 1000°C lower than tungst-n). Because of die low material
evaporation rate at this temperature, the cathode has a relatively long operation life often operating
months at atimein hydrogen. LaBg is relatively resistant to contamination that even if an air leak
occurs during the cathode operation, the cathode can recover relatively quickly. The cathode
surface can be kept clean by the background ion bombardment from the plasma. LaBg has some
properties that can make its utilization somewhat more difficult LaB6 is a metal with a relatively
high electrical conductivity that makes it not easy to heat resistively as in the case of tungsten.
Therefore, the cathode must be heated indirecdy. LaB6 is also chemically reactive at emission
temperature that some consideration must be given to the choice of material placed in contact with
hot LaB . A schematic of the CDX cathode is shown in Fig. 1. The CDX catfiode uses a carbon
heating rod with the LaB6ringssliding over it. Carbon appears to work well with LaBg without
any sign of deterioration. It is however important to keep the hot carbon from direct exposure to
the plasma since the biased hot carbon can erode rapidly. The LaB6 rings are cut torelativelythin
slices (» 3 mm thick) to make it more resistant to thermal fractures. Boron powder is applied on
the inner and side surfaces of the LaB6 rings to keep die electrical current from flowing through
LaB(j instead of the carbon heater. Wefindtlw optimum density of LaB6 to be around 85-90%. If
the density is too low (below 80%), the cathode tends to crack more easily and if the density is too
high (above 90%), the hardness makes the machining more difficult. We also find that it is
difficult to indirectly heat the cathode to a very high emission temperature that is needed for a high
current operation. Fortunately, die cathode surface can be heated further from die plasma ion
current once plasma can be initiated. For a high current operation, the cathode is initially heated by
the carbon heater to produce a modest emission current which creates some plasma. The initiated
plasma in turn heats the cathode surface which increases die emission current further. In this way,
the cathode current can bootstrap up to a high value. The ultimate current density one can extract
from the cathode is usually determined by the plasma density near the cathode (the usual plasma
sheath limit). On CDX, the cathode with a few cm emission area has emitted current densities of
up to 100 A/cm2 with plasma density of few time 10 cnr near the cathode. At present time, a
large surface area catiiode mat would be needed for a high current and/or long pulse operation is
under development on CDX-U.
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III. DC-Helicity Injection Current Drive
Steady-state tokamak operation is considered to be a crucial step'toward the achievement of a
commercially viabie tokamak reactor. RF current drive using lower-hybrid waves has been quite
successful in many experiments. Yet, due to the observed density limit (beyond which the current
drive becomes ineffective), relatively low projected efficiency, and possible problems witfi wave
accessibility in reactor-grade plasmas, this approach is considered to be only narginal for tokamak
reactors. Wave damping by alpha-particles in an ignited plasma could also hamper rf current drive
by preventing penetration of the wave to the plasma core. In view of the above problem, an
alternative method termed "dc-helicity-injection current drive" has been proposed for driving
steady-state tokamak plasma currents. For dc helicity injection, a low-energy (few hundred eV),
high-current electron beam is used to inject helicity into the plasma system and thus, through radial
penetration of the injected current, drive bulk steady-state plasma current.
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A. Motivation and Theoretical Background
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The concept of heliciry was introduced to fusion research by J. B. Taylor in 1974. He proposed
that a plasma with a given helicity (X = / y A • B dV), bounded by a conducting shell, would
relax toward an equilibrium state of minimum magnetic fisid energy while conserving the total
helicity of the system. This postulate has since been verified on various magnetic configurations
including in reversed field pinches, spheromaks, and recently in the CDX tokamak plasma.
From a generalized Ohm's law, Jensen and Chu have derived the helicity balance equation as,
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where T[ is the plasma resistivity and j is the current density. The "Poynting vector" for helicity is
Q = 2 4 B + A x 3A/3t,
and the electric field is
E=-3A/3t- V * .
The volume integral represents the resistive decay of helicity. It is evident that if Q is zero, the
term involving resistivity Tl always drives K toward zero. The first term of the flux Q is the dc
helicity injection term. For steady-state dc helicity operation, dA/dt = 0 and the time derivative
term vanishes and, thus, the dc helicity balance equation becomes
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Therefore, an application of electric potential at points where field lines enter or leave the plasma
constitutes one type of dc helicity injection. It should be noted that for tokamak plasma, a
predominant toroidal field is already supplied externally, and the helicity injection requirement is
relatively small. To inject heliciry, the direction of injected current should be the same as that of the
main plasma currents.
The helicity injection generates plasma current primarily near the plasma edge; it is necessary for
some mechanism to carry this current radially inward. One non-classical current diffusion
mechanism is a current-profile-dependent instability. For example, a strong edge current triggers
the double-tearing instability only if its direction of flow is parallel to that of the interior plasma
currents. Magnetic turbulence associated with the instability can then facilitate the rapid radial
penetration of the edge current. This penetration can be modeled by adding to Ohm's law a new
term — one that represents the mean-field behavior of the instability-driven turbulence as an
anomalous shear viscosity for parallel electron flow. - This new term results in a modified dchelicity balance equation,
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where X is a positive constant related to the fluctuation level and the second integral term
represents the new internal helicity flux term.
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It is possible to simplify further the helicity balance equation, Eq. (2), assuming that the vessel and
anode define the zero potential,. Then one obtains
Ip = Vcath Acath B ath / (2 n R <Tl > B ).
C

(4)

T

Here, Vcath is the potential applied to the cathode, Acath is the effective cathode area, and B th is
the normal magnetic field at th-_ nthode surface. For the experimental arrangements in CDX, CCT
and CDX-U, B ath = Bj. In this case, the driven current becomes simply I = V th Acath / 2 JC
R <T\ > which is independent of magnetic field. The driven current, therefore, goes up with the
cathode voltage and the area. Reduction of the average plasma resistivity (hotter plasma) also
increases the current Using Eq. (4.) the helicity balance has been checked experimentally in CDX
and CCT.
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B. CDX Experiments
To test the dc-helicity injection as a viable method for tokamak current drive, the first
demonstration experiment was conducted on CDX. The CDX helicity source is a steady-state
low energy electron beam emitted by the LaB6 cathode which initially produces a spiraling toroidal
current (due to the applied vertical and toroidal fields) and preionizes the plasma as shown in Fig.
2. As the toroidal current is increased, the discharge evolves spontaneously into a circular-shaped
tokamak configuration as shown in Fig. 3. The spontaneous formation is an evidence of selforganization of the toroidal current system, and it suggests that a preferred state indeed exists even
for tokamak. As shown in Fig. 4, the measured poloidal field displays tokamak-like features,
reversing near the center of the discharge as expected. The current density and q profiles obtained
from this measurement are shown in the inset of Fig. 4. q increases monotonically with the plasma
radius,fromq(0) = 4 to q(a) = 10. The current likewise is peaked at the center which is somewhat
surprising in that the current source in this experiment is purely external, a very encouraging result
for helicity injection. A comparison of the experimental measurements with the simulation shows
the presence of a very strong inward current pinch process, Vj = 4 a/t (i.e., the current pinches
to die plasma center in a quarter of theresistivetime.). Associated with the tokamak formation, the
plasma density increases drastically, reaching the chord-averaged density of n = 2 x 10 cnr
with a fall-off distance of 3-4 cm as shown in Fig. 5. The central ion and electron temperatures
also go up strongly from a few eV to 15 and 25 eV, respectively. The steep profile suggests good
particle confinement in this tokamak regime. This improvement in the confinement resulted in a
relatively high beta poloidal plasma of < Bp i > > 7. > Toroidal betas approached Troyon-Sykes
beta limit. The current scaling of up to 1 kA [q(a) = 4-5] has been investigated resulting in a
reasonable agreement with the helicity balance equation, Eq. (4), within the experimental
uncertainly of about a factor of two.
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C. CCT Experiments
The encouraging CDX dc-helicity injection experimental result has led to a CDX-CCT
collaboration experiment on CCT, The CCT plasmas have typical parameters of R = 1.5 m, a =
0.15 m, a (vessel) = 0.4m, By = 0.3 T, ne = 5 x 10 cm" and T = 50 eV. Figure 6 depicts
several plasma parameters as functions of time for a discharge in CCT with 6 kA of cathode-driven
current. The discharge is started by the ohmic heating transformer, and driven to 25 kA, after
which the transformer is shut off, and the plasma current is allowed to decay until the cathode
begins to drive current., At the point where the cathode starts to function, the loop voltage
becomes negative, indicating that any (small) ohmic drive thereafter is opposite the direction of
current flow. Thus, the effect seen is non-ohmic current drive. In these plasmas, the cathode has
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driven as much as 6 kA of current, corresponding to q(a)= 3.5 (noting that the plasma radius for
the helicity driven case is smaller than that of the ohmic cases). - The 6 kA discharge was
sustained by 365 A of injected current at an applied cathode voltage of 400 V, meaning that the
injected power was 146 kW. An ohmic discharge of the same resistivity would have required 34
kW to sustain, so helicity injection drives current at 23% of the efficiency of ohmic in this case.
The characteristic (driven current vs. cathode voltage) observed for the CDX and CCT experiments
is shown in Fig. 7. This model fits the data, assuming <T\> « Vcath" . (this scaling assumes
that the plasma is getting hotter with higher V th) as shown in Fig. 1. A similar comparison has
been made for the CCT data showing more scatter. In particular, the high current points near 6 kA
deviate significantly from the scaling curve. This deviation indicates that the plasma is actually
hotter (less resistive) than assumed by the <7^> « Vcath" scaling.
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D. CDX-U Experiments
The initial period of dc-helicity injection current drive experiments on CDX-U focused on
optimizing the current drive configuration and diagnosing the resulting plasmas. A driven current
of up to 10 kA was obtained which corresponds to an estimated edge safety factor of q(a) = 8. The observed current multiplication factor (ratio of driven current to injected current), which is a
measure of current drive efficiency, is quite high, 25-30 (the value was typically 5-6 for CDX).
The plasma density tends to increase with plasma current, and the central plasma density of 5 x
10 cnv has been reached at the highest current With the newly developed magnetic diagnostics,
the actual shapes of the plasma current and resulting magnetic structure have been reconstructed on
CDX-U for the first time. > Modeling work is now underway to understand the physics of
current and helicity diffusion.
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TV. Cathode Preionization Experiment on CCT
For a new generation of tokamaks being built and planned, the chamber is often made with a
toroidally continuous wall (without toroidally insulating breaks), due to the vacuum chamber
design constraints. With the application of an ohmic heating pulse, a significant amount of eddy
currents can be induce in this type of continuous vacuum vessel. The problem with induced eddy
currents is most severe in the initiation stage of the discharge when the loop-voltage is high (often
called the loop-voltage spike) and plasma current is low. The large induced eddy currents can
produce magnetic field errors that would make the tokamak start-up more difficult. Therefore, it is
desirable to reduce the loop-voltage spike as much as possible. One way to reduce the loopvoltage spike would be to create a hot target plasma that is already highly conducting. Previously,
ECH has been used to create such a target plasma. On CCT, the CDX-U helicity injection cathode
was used to inject hot electrons which preionized the plasma, creating highly ionized, high density
plasma. In Fig. 8, a comparison of loop-voltage with and without cathode preionization is shown.
Using this technique, the loop-voltage spike on the CCT tokamak was reduced from about 35 volts
to 3.5 volts, a factor of 10 reduction. No problem with impurities was found. This type of
tokamak start-up may be attractive for future devices with continuous vacuum vessel. The
lowering of the loop voltage could permit simpler, more reactor compatible vacuum chamber
design for future tokamak devices such as ITER. The cathode preionization could also lead to a
simpler OH power supply design and possible savings in the OH coil volt-seconds.
V. Tokamak Edge Bias Experiments for Transport Improvements
A new research initiative is the electron ripple injection that is related to the improvement of
tokamak confinement. One of the potential problems with H-mode is the required power level for
the transition. The empirical scaling from DIIID, for example, suggests that the threshold power
goes up with the product of plasma density and toroidal magnetic field. This type of scaling
- 6 -

suggests that for high density-high field ignition-grade plasmas would require a large power for Hmode transition. Therefore, it is important to understand the trigger mechanism of the H-mode
transition and to find a more efficient method that can be used for future devices. On the CCT
tokamak, it was demonstrated in detail that an H-mode-like transition can be induced by applying
an edge radial electric field (or poloidal rotation) to a tokamak discharge. ' Recently, the DIED
group has confirmed the correlation between the H-mode transitions (all types) and increased
plasma poloidal rotation (and radial electric field) near the plasma edge. Associated with the
transition, a strong modification (and reduction) of microturbulence was also observed. If the
radial electric field (as found in the CCT experiment) is the main cause of the transition, there is a
hope that the threshold power may be substantially reduced by using a more direct approach. On
CCT, only about 20 amperes of radial current was needed to induce an H-mode. Theoretical
estimates for larger tokamak plasmas also suggest a similar order of required current that then
implies that the actual power required to support such a radial electric field could be relatively
modest, even for large fusion devices. These experimental observations are consistent with the
theory of plasma bifurcation. Naturally, it would be of interest to invent a tool that can be used to
control the radial electric field in a non-intrusive way. We present here two electron injection based
methods for inducing H-mode which are being developed on CDX-U and CCT.
2 15
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A. Edge Injection of Hot Electrons
One method involves a simple injection of hot electrons at the edge. In the CDX dc-helicity
injection experiment, it was discovered somewhat unexpectedly that the dc-helicity driven tokamak
has a negative potential well as shown in Fig. 9. - The negative potential well in the plasma
creates radial dc electric field and causes the plasma to rotate poloidally with a typical rotation
velocity of 1 x 10 cm/sec. The radial electric field in the gradient region scales typically as Ef
(V/cm) = 11 x B-r<kG) / ^i - where ji is the mass number of the main plasma ions. The negative
potential well created is about 1/2 to 1/3 the value of the cathode voltage. It is conjectured that the
hot electrons which can move relatively quickly along the magnetic field line may be diffusing
radially inward perhaps due to the stochasticity of the field lines at the edge. This experimental
observation suggests that one may be able to create radial electric field region inside plasma (at least
by a few cm) by just injecting hot electrons from the plasma edge.
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On CCT, utilizing the dc-helicity injection cathode as an emissive biasable limiter, an experiment
was performed to test if the injection of hot electrons at the plasma edge can induce the H-mode.
This experiment is similar to the previous limiter bias experiments except that the limiter in this
case is an emissive cathode capable of actively injecting electron current. Indeed, it was possible to
observe the H-mode transition similar to the method used previously with an inserted hot
cathode - as shown in Fig. 10. The cathode position, cathode bias voltage, and the plasma
position were varied. It was found that the plasma position with respect to the cathode is very
important in obtaining H-mode plasmas. The emissive cathode must be located near the last closed
flux surface in order to charge up the plasma. As the cathode is moved closer to the vessel wall,
the positioning of the plasma becomes more sensitive since the plasma can easily detach from the
cathode and reattach to the wall, resulting in the termination of H-mode. The emissive capability
appears to be important for obtaining a good H-mode transition. With a heated cathode, the
transition to H-mode was observed for V ias > 150 V and I inj > 30 A which is an excellent
efficiency. The measured radial electric fields suggest that the radial electric field has penetrated a
few cm inside beyond the cathode position.
23
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B. Electron Ripple Injection (ERI) Concept.
Although the emissive cathode limiter method appears to induce H-mode in CCT, it is important to
develop an alternate method that is easier to extrapolate toward larger devices. The hot cathode
- 7 -

placed near the plasma edge may not be desirable for large device application. In addition, the
enhanced radial diffusion of hot electrons is not easy to extrapolate. For this reason, a more
controlled non-intrusive means of injecting electrons through ripple fields has been developed by
the CDX-U group. The basic idea of electron ripple injection (ERI) is to inject electrons with
predominantly perpendicular velocity into a small ripple field and let them grad-B drift into the
plasma as shown by a schematic in Fig. 11. Here, the injector (and the ripple field) would be
placed at the bottom (or top) of the plasma so that the grad-B drift would carry the electrons into
the plasma. The trapped electrons will eventually become detrapped due to collisions, decreasing
mirror ratio, and induced poloidal rotation. In this way, one should be able to charge up the
plasma interior well inside the last closed flux surface. By changing theripplefield mirror ratio
and/or the energy of injected electrons, one can change the location of the potential layer [the DIED
H-mode transition work indicates that the transition (or potential) layer is about 1 - 3 cm inside the
last closed magnetic surface].
25

The ripple field is created by bending magnets which causes the magnetic field line to locally bulge
outward (toward lower magnetic field) so that electrons with predominantly perpendicular velocity
are trapped. The ripple fraction should be kept to minimum to minimize the plasma perturbation as
well as the ripple coil stress. The ripple fraction, d = ( B - B i ) / ( B + B i ) , of 0.005
would represent about 1.3 cm of die field excursion (for TFTR size device) which should be
acceptable. To trap the injected electrons in the rippleregion,it is necessary to have V n /V j_ < (2
d ) ^ . For example, if d = 0.005, men V n /V^^O.l. It is, merefore, important to come up with
a scheme to inject electrons with predominantly perpendicular velocity into therippleregion. Such
an injector utilizing ECH is being developed by the CDX-U group.
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Possible advantage of ERI concert, is that the physics of ERI is relatively simple that, if successful,
the method can be extrapolated to the future devices with a high level of confidence. The
theoretical calculations indicate mat, from the kinetic instability point of view, die physics of
electron ripple injection can be considered classical. As an initial step, a proto-type electron ripple
injector will be tested on CDX-U. If successful, this method will be extended on the CCT
tokamak for a demonstr.v.on experiment
VI. Conclusions
Concepts for improving tokamak performance by injection of electrons developed on CDX, CCT,
and CDX-U have been summarized. Injection of electrons using dc-bias supplies has many
attractive features for tokamak applications: 1. Electron injection using dc-bias is efficient and
economical for a given amount of injection power, 2. Due to the naturally high velocity of
electrons, electron injection is a good method for injecting a relatively large amount of currents; 3
Hot electrons are an efficient ionizer of plasmas; and 4. Since electrons are light, impurity
production due to the injection of electrons tends to be moderate. To investigate the potential
applications for tokamak improvements, a carbon-heated LaB6 (lanthanum hexaboride) cathode
has been developed on ACT-1 and subsequently applied in CDX, CCT and CDX-U. Injection of
electrons has several potentially useful applications that include tokamak current drive, plasma
start-up, and confinement improvements.
In a tokamak divertor configuration, electron injection (dc-helicity injection current drive) can
provide significant non-inductive steady-state toroidal currents. The efficiency of dc-helicity
injection, in theory, k independent of plasma density and, ihus, it is attractive for driving currents
in high density reactor plasmas. The parameters for the dc-helicity injection experiments
performed on CDX, CCT and CDX-U were quite different: CDX -1 = 1 kA, R/a = 15, q(a) = 5;
CCT -1 < 6 kA, R/a = 10, q(a) = 3.5; and CDX-U - I < 10 kA, q(a>= 8, R/a = 2.5. On CDX-U,
the ratio of driven to injected current has often exceeded 30, making the effective 'loop-voltage'
- 8 -

(the cathode voltage divided by this current multiplication ratio) = 10 V. To further extend the dchelicity injection current drive research further, it is important to develop an advanced cathode
system, such as an axisymmetric ring cathode for high current and/or steady-state operation. The
axisymmetric ring cathode has a current scaling where Ip scales as a/R /q(a) that is favorable for
low-aspect-ratio configuration and for low q(a) or high current operation.
2

An injection of hot electrons was used topreionize the plasma toreducethe tokamak start-up loopvoltage and volt-seconds consumption. This manner of tokamak start-up could be particularly
useful in future devices with continuous vacuum vessels, diminishing the current induced in the
vessel wall. On CCT, the loop voltage spike was reduced from » 30 V to 3.5 V by means of
electron injection preionization.

'

Another area of potential application would be the tokamak transport improvements (or control) by
charging-up the desired flux surfaces. Electron injection used in this mode could provide a
versatile 'knob' to control the character of transport in tokamak plasmas. It was demonstrated in
CDX that injection of hot electrons can create the radial electricfieldinside the plasma. On CCT,
hot electron injection was used successfully to obtain a good quality H-mode transition with
minimal impurity problem. To extend die concept toward larger devices, an injection scheme
based on ripple trapped hot electrons is being developed by the CDX-U group.
Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank die members of the CDX, CDX-U, CCT
groups and odiers whose published work was referred in this manuscript. He also thanks Dr. T.
H. Stix for valuable advice. This work supported by U.S. Department of Energy contract No.
DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Detail of the CDX cathode assembly.
Fig. 2. A typical poloidal field configuration of die CDX dc-helicity injection experiment The
projection offieldlines into the poloidal plane, showing the influence of the divertor coil
upon the lines.
Fig. 3. CDX magnetic field contours in a poloidal cross-section computed by a 2-D numerical
simulation code. The toroidal plasma current. IT, is 330 A.
Fig. 4. Ths poloidal field on the CDX plasma mid-plane, measured by a magnetic probe in a
discharge of 330 amperes, q- andj- profiles computed from the poloidal field measurement
are shown in the inset
Fig. 5. Time evolution of the CDX density profile measured by the far-infrared interferometer
during the dc-helicity iriection experiment The high current (tokamak) phase start near 110
msec.
Fig. 6. Plasma evolution during a 6 kA, cathode sustained plasma in CCT. The plasma startup
was performed with the ohmic heating system, after which current was driven by the
cathode.
Fig. 7. Driven plasma current vs. voltage for CDX and CCT dc-helicity injection experiments.
The solid circles are data from CDX, the open circles are data from cathode only discharges
in CCT, and the solid triangles are data from ohmic startup discharges in CCT. The solid
curves depict scaling based on the helicity balance.
Fig. 8. Cathode preionization. (a) - (c) Normal ohmic discharge with breakdown rf oscillator, (d)
- (f) Ohmic discharge with cathode preionization.
Fig. 9 (a) The plasma potential, as measured by the emissive probe in the dc-helicity injected
CDX tokamak plasma. The plasma center lies at about 1.5 cm. (b) The poloidal rotation
velocity as a function of minor radius computed from the measured potential in Fig. 10(a).
The poloidal rotation velocities are similar in all cases within the experimental errors.
Fig. 10. Evolution of plasma parameters of a typical H-mode in CCT with a heated cathode limiter.
Biasing of - 250 V begins at 39 msec and the transition followed immediately after the
biasing.
Fig. 11. A schematic of electronrippleinjection set-up.
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